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German Raid on Simi 
Allied forces defend Simi against a German seaborne landing 

Aegean Sea, Greece - 7th October 1943 

A ‘Rapid Fire’ scenario by Mark Piper 
 

http://www.greeceathensaegeaninfo.com/h-maps/greek-islands/map-dodecanese.htm  

 

What Really Happened 

 

“26 men of the Special Boat Squadron under Captain ‘Jock’ Lapraik had turned Simi into a base 

from which to infiltrate enemy-held islands.  The SBS were joined by a six man LRDG patrolled 

by Captain Alan Redfern, and unexpectantly reinforced on 3 October by 40 ground crew of 74 

Squadron, who arrived enroute to join their unit on Kos, unaware that the island was practically 

already under German control.  An Italian garrison of approximately 140 completed the mixed 

force.  Early on Thursday morning, 7 October, a large caique was allowed to enter Pedi Bay.  By 

the time the mistake was realized, German troops and a small number of Italian Fascists had 

already disembarked.  The forces – about 90 strong – reached the outskirts of Simi town 

(Yalos / Chorio) before the advance faltered.  There was fighting until mid-afternoon, when 

three JU 87 Stukas arrived and carried out a diversionary raid, enabling survivors of the Axis 

force to withdraw.  Six prisoners and 16 confirmed dead were left behind. One SBS man had 

also been killed, together with a number of civilians.” 

 

“Kos & Leros”, Osprey Campaign Series #339 – Anthony Rogers 

 

http://www.greeceathensaegeaninfo.com/h-maps/greek-islands/map-dodecanese.htm
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Where to Find Out More 

 

‘Swastika over the Aegean’ – Anthony Rogers 

 

‘Kos & Leros’, Osprey Campaign Series #339 – Anthony Rogers 

 

‘Churchill’s Folly’ (2017 Edition) – Anthony Rogers 

 

‘The SBS in WWII – An Illustrated History’ – Gavin Mortimer 

 

‘The Daring Dozen: 12 Special Forces Legends of WW2’ – Gavin Mortimer 

 

‘War in the Aegean: The Campaign for the Eastern Mediterranean in World War II’ – Peter 

C. Smith & Edwin R.Walker 

 

‘SBS – Special Boat Squadron : A History of Britain’s Elite Soldiers’ – Phillip Warner 

 

‘Marine B SBS : Aegean Campaign’ (a novel of the SBS) – Ian Blake 

 

‘Raiders from the Sea : The Special Boat Service in WWII’ – John Lodwick 

 

‘Operation Archery – The Assault on Vaagso : 27th December 1941 scenario’ from Rapid Fire! 

Fast Play rules for World War II (1st Edition) – Colin Rumford & Richard Marsh 

 

‘The Small Scale Raiding Force’ – Brian Lett 

 

‘The LRDG in the Aegean’ – Brendan O’Carroll 

 

‘Churchill’s Secret Warriors’ – Damien Lewis 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: German 

Stuka supports 

the landing at 

Pedi Bay 
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The Game 

 

The game is inspired by the ‘Assault on Vaagso’ 1941 scenario from the 1st Edition of the Rapid 

Fire rule book but based on the historical action in the Aegean on the 7th of October 1943. A 

figure ratio of approximately 1:1 for troops and weapons is used for this scenario.  Due to the 

nature of the combat in this action neither side are ever considered to be isolated for morale 

purposes. The game is limited to a maximum of 12 moves. 

 

Victory Conditions 

 

German - destroy key locations and other enemy occupied buildings in Simi Town.  They have 

12 moves in which to accomplish these tasks.   

 

Allied – maintain control of Simi Town whilst inflicting unacceptable casualties or premature 

withdrawal on the attackers.   

 

Each objective has a points value (maximum 140 points): 

  

 ‘Simi Castle’ (HQ)    30 points 

 Armed Trawler    20 points 

Wireless Station    20 points 

Enemy occupied houses (seven)  10 points each 

 

German to Win - At least 80 objective points are destroyed (or have forced all Allied infantry 

from the table) for German forces to be able to claim victory. 

 

Allied to Win - At least 80 objective points controlled by Allied forces (or have forced all 

German infantry from the table) to be able to claim victory. 

 

Draw - Any other result is considered a draw. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right: Nimos 

Island 2014 
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Terrain 

 

All movement by infantry is 6” (cross-country) or 9” (on road).  Water can only be traversed 

by troops in vessels. Buildings start intact. Pedi Ridge does not affect movement. 

 

Tactical Tips 

 

Allied – You need to identify the key locations of your defence and hold these at all costs. 

Make good use of your limited barbed wire entanglements to slow down the German advance.  

Your SBS and LRDG troops are elite and make good counter-attack forces.  The RAF personnel 

are regular so can defend key locations. Italian troops are poor and will need support to hold 

any locations. A small LRDG patrol is expected from the south coast of Simi Island but may 

not arrive in time to help with the defence of Simi Town. 

 

German – Land quickly and move to overwhelm the Allied defences before they have a chance 

to recover and counterattack.  Simi ‘Castle’ is a key objective.  Use your limited air support 

asset to blast through the Allied defences in support of your advance. Destroy as much as 

possible before you are forced to withdraw. 

  

Above: Simi Town 2014 
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Allied Deployment & Special Rules 

 

Allied troops begin the game deployed (A, B or C) dug-in or in any of the seven buildings 

(marked with an X).  A minimum of 5 figures (including the SBS CO) must occupy the ‘Castle’. 

The sailors of the Levant Ship Flotilla begin the game onboard the vessel (D) in the harbour. 

A small seaborne patrol arrives at (E) on move 6. It may land troops or move to engage enemy 

forces from the vessel. 

 

Allied defences –  All Allied occupied buildings (at the start of the game) are assumed to be 

fortified and count as hard cover.  All other buildings only offer soft cover.   

 

Fires – buildings may be destroyed by fire.  A minimum of two figures must gain access to a 

building and remain in it for one full turn to start a fire, during which time they may neither 

move nor fire.  If successful they must leave the building in the next turn to survive, as must 

any defenders still in occupation.  Buildings burn for the duration of the game and create a 

two inch ‘ball” of smoke immediately downwind of their walls.  Figures must stay three inches 

away from the edges of a building on fire.  Buildings hit by mortar fire, Stuka or demolished 

by charges will burn on a D6 throw of a 1 or 2. 

 

Allied AA – the defenders have a captured German 20mm AA gun on the vessel moored on the 

waterfront and an Italian Breda AA gun on Pedi Ridge. Both may engage aircraft, enemy troops 

in the open and troops on vessels.   

 

LMGs (rules 13.1) – figures armed with LMGs apply +1 modifier to fire effect D6 roll.  

(RFR: add 1 x D6 throw) 

 

SMGs (rule 13.2) – figures armed with SMGs apply +1 modifier to short range values and no 

long range fire (RFR: add 1 x D6 throw to short range firing only.  No long range). 

 

Armed Civilians – once per turn one German element with 6” of a building will be fired on by a 

nominal 5 civilian figures.  Treat as poor for firing (RFR: remove 1 x D6 throw).   

 

Barbed Wire Entanglements – 6 x 4” lengths of barbed wire are available and can be placed 

anywhere on the table with each length no closer than 6” to another.  Barbed wire delays 

infantry for one move in contact. 

 

RF2 Allied Guns Data (Rapid Fire Reloaded) 
 

GUNS 

Description AT / HE Value Notes 

Captured German 20mm 

Flak 36 or  Italian 20mm 

Breda AA gun 

 

Autocannon 

 

6”/16”/30” direct – 8 pts (4 x D6) 
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Allied Forces 

Simi Island Defenders 
SBS & LRDG = elite, RAF Personnel = regular, Italians & Civilians = poor 

 

‘M’ Detachment, Special Boat Squadron (A)  [Simi Town]   

Major ‘Jock’ Lapraik * Morale: CO + 30 figures – test @ 15 casualties 

* Higher order CO 

HQ     CO + 5 figures, armed with SMGs  

 

SBS Patrol 1  - Lieutenant Charles Brimrose    

6 figures, armed with Bren Guns & captured MP40s (LMGs) 

 

SBS Patrol 2 - Lieutenant Anders Lassan  

6 figures, armed with Bren Guns & captured MP40s (LMGs) 

 

Levant Ship Flotilla vessel (LSF7) - Commander Andre Londos  [Harbour at D] 

7 figures, 20mm captured German 20mm Flak 36 AA gun  

 

LRDG Patrol - Captain Alan Redfern  [move 6 at E in caique] 

6 figures, Bren Guns & captured MP40s (LMGs) 

————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Ground Crew, 74 Squadron Flight (B)  [Pedi Ridge]  

Lieutenant  Robert ‘Hank’ Ferris        Morale: CO + 38 figures – test @ 20 casualties 

HQ   CO + 7 figures  

3 x platoons  each 8 figures    

Air defence  7 figures, 20mm Italian Breda AA gun  

————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

Italian Garrison (C)   [eastern outskirts of Simi Town]  

Lt. Andrea Occhipinti Morale: CO + 31 figures – test @ 16 casualties 

HQ   CO + 7 figures, MMG 

3 x platoons  each 8 figures 

————————————————————————————————————————————————  

‘Armed Civilians’ 5 figures    [see special rule] 

 

———————————————————————————————————————————————— 

6 x 4” lengths of barbed wire entanglements   

[anywhere on a land location – each no closer than 6” to the next] 
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Right: Simi 

Harbour 2014 

Left: Simi 

Town 2014 
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Top & bottom : SBS defend 

the western end of Simi 

Town 2014 
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German Deployment & Special Rules 

 

German troops begin the game deployed as shown (1 or 2) or on board caiques (3 or 4).  In 

reality all German forces landed east of Simi Town, at Pedi Bay, but this scenario allows the 

German player the option of landing up to two units at other locations. 

 

Italian Fascists – if the Allied Italian unit starts a move within 12” of the Italian Fascist unit 

it must carry out a unit morale test. This test does not apply if any SBS figures within 6” of 

the Allied Italian unit.  If the Allied Italian unit is making a morale test because it has actually 

taken 50% casualties the presence of the Italian Fascist unit is a -1 to the morale test (but 

not if SBS figures are within 6” of the Allied Italian unit). The Italian fascist unit cannot close 

assault or fire but can be close assaulted or fired at. 

 

Demolition Charges – all German elements (not Italian Fascists) are equipped with multiple 

demolition charges (there is no need to keep track of charges) that can be placed against a 

target. Each charge is capable (in the following turn) of destroying a small building.  Two 

charges are required to destroy the armed trawler, wireless station or Simi ‘Castle’. A D6 

throw of 1 means the charge failed to explode.   

 

Aircraft ‘Friendly Fire’ - a Ju 87 Stuka dive bomber is available from move 2. Throw a D6: a 

Stuka arrives on a result of 3, 4 , 5 or 6. If any friendly elements are within 12” of the enemy 

target, throw an additional D6.  On a 5 or 6 shift to the nearest friendly target and carry the 

Stuka attack with the armament chosen.  Then remove the aircraft from the table.  

 

Caiques (local fishing vessels) – the German assault force is transported to their landing 

points by caiques as indicated.  These vessels travel twice their own length per turn.  Troops 

on board are classed as being in hard cover and may advance 3” from the craft on landing.  

Infantry within 6” of a landing may be embarked and the craft turned around ready to leave 

the shore on the following turn.  Troops in vessels can be engaged by ground fire (hard cover). 

Troops in vessels (not crew served weapons) may fire as if “no offensive action” morale result 

i.e. -2 modifier (RFR: remove 2 x D6 throws).  Support weapons may not fire at all. 

 

RF2 German Guns and Aircraft Data (Rapid Fire Reloaded) 
 

GUNS 

Description AT / HE Value Notes 

50mm Mortar HE 6pts table 4 (2 x D6) Minimum range 3”, maximum range 18” 
 

 

 

Aircraft 
Description 

(Main Weapon) 
Type Ground Attack Armament 

Ju 87 Stuka Dive Bomber 

(light bomber) 

2 x MMG [8pts] (4 x D6) OR 

1 x heavy bomb [15pts table 5] (6 x D6) 
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German Forces 

elements Grenadier (Sturm) Regiment Rhodos 
All regular 

 

Landing Force HQ 

  6 figures [with any group as desired] 

Morale: Higher order CO + 5 figures 

 

————————————————————————————————————————————————  

Italian Fascists – 6 figures – see special rule [enters along the road - move 1 @ 1] 

Morale: N/A 

 

————————————————————————————————————————————————  

Landing Group # 1  [Caique #1 - move 1 @ 2] 

Morale: CO + 31 figures (Regular) – test @ 18 casualties 

HQ   CO + 4 figures, 50mm mortar 

1st Company  10 figures 

2nd Company  10 figures 

3rd Company  9 figures, MMG, 81mm mortar 

 

————————————————————————————————————————————————  

Landing Group # 2   [Caique #2 - move 1 @ 3] 

Morale: CO + 33 figures (Regular) – test @ 18 casualties 

HQ   CO + 4 figures, 50mm mortar 

1st Company  10 figures 

2nd Company  10 figures 

3rd Company  9 figures, MMG, 81mm mortar 

 

————————————————————————————————————————————————  

Landing Group # 3  [Caique # 3 - move 1 @ 4] 

Morale: CO + 31 figures (Regular) – test @ 18 casualties 

HQ   CO + 4 figures, 50mm mortar 

1st Company  10 figures 

2nd Company  10 figures 

3rd Company  9 figures, MMG, 81mm mortar 

 

————————————————————————————————————————————————  

Air Support  Ju 87 Stuka  [available from move 2] 
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Top & bottom : German 

forces land at Pedi Bay  
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German Assault on Simi  

Battle Map* 

6’ x 5’ 
 

* Based on the scenario map from Rapid Fire (1st Edition) by Colin 

Rumford and Richard Marsh.  Modified to approximate the key 

features of Simi Town and Harbour in 1943.  
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German Assault on Simi 

Table Layout 
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Rapid Fire Reloaded suggested ‘Advanced’ Rules for this scenario 

  
Rapid Fire 2nd Edition advanced rules used in scenarios can either be ignored or ‘interpreted’ 

when using Rapid Fire Reloaded. The following is a guide to using these rules with RFR for 

this scenario and are not an “official” set of rules. 

 

Limited ammunition and weapons (rule 8.20 poor for firing) – remove 1D6 throw to small 

arms firing at all ranges i.e. opposite of German infantry company rule. 

 

LMGs (rule 13.1) – add 1D6 throw to small arms firing at all ranges i.e. treat as a German 

infantry company. 

 

SMGs (rule 13.2) – add 1D6 throw to small arms firing at short range. No long range fire. 

 

Higher Order CO (Rule 10.9 – 10.12) – the loss of the nominated higher order CO is an 

additional -1 modifier when carrying out morale tests.  
 

Air Support (rules 15.22 - 15.24)   

Availability of aircraft will be determined by the scenario.  A simple system is to throw a D6 

at the start of each move for the side that has aircraft available.  On a 3, 4, 5 or 6 an 

aircraft is available this move.  If there are different aircraft types then throw another 

D6 to determine which one. 

  

The target of the aircraft can be any enemy troops and vehicles in the open or fired in the 

previous move.   

  

If friendly troops or vehicles are within 12” of the target throw for “friendly fire”.  On a 5 

or 6 shift the target to the nearest friendly troops and vehicles. If there is more than one 

friendly group of troops or vehicles to choose from, throw a D6 e.g. 1-3 = friendly troops or 

vehicles A, 4-6 = friendly troops or vehicles B.  

 

In a single move an aircraft may carry out a bombing attack: 

 

• Stuka – drops a bomb.  4,5 or 6 = hit.  HE effect = 6 x D6.   

 

If the target is infantry and they did not fire in their own turn the infantry has a chance to 

drive off the attack.  Against a Stuka a throw of 6 is required.  

 

If a dedicated AA gun is within 24” of the target (and they had not fired in their own turn) 

they each add an additional D6 throw (results as per the infantry).  

 

 


